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The goal of our work is to develop architectures for
general intelligent agents that can use large bodies of
knowledge to achieve a variety of goals in realistic envi-
ronments. Our efforts to date have been realized in the
Soar architecture. In this paper we provide an overview
of plan execution in Soar. Soar is distinguished by its
use of learning to compile planning activity automati-
cally into rules, which in turn control the selection of
operators during interactions with the world. Soar’s
operators can be simple, primitive actions, or they can
be hierarchically decomposed into complex activities.
Thus, Soar provides for fast, but flexible plan execu-
tion.

Following our presentation of plan execution, we step
back and explicitly consider the properties of environ-
ments and agents that were most influential in Soar’s
development. From these properties, we derive a set of
required general agent capabilities, such as the ability
to encode large bodies of knowledge, use planning, cor-
rect knowledge, etc. For each of these capabilities we
analyze how the architectural features of Soar support
it. This analysis can form the basis for comparing dif-
ferent architectures, although in this paper we restrict
ourselves to an analysis of Soar (but see Wray et al.
(1995) for one such comparison).

Of the capabilities related to plan execution, one
stands out as being at the nexus of both the environ-
ment/agent properties and architecture design. This
is the capability to integrate knowledge dynamically
during performance of a task. We assume that cen-
tral to any agent is the need to select and execute its
next action. To be intelligent, general, and flexible, an
agent must use large bodies of knowledge from diverse
sources to make decisions and carry out actions. The
major sources of knowledge include an agent’s current
sensing of the world, preprogrammed knowledge and
goals, the agent’s prior experience, instructions from
other agents, and the results of recent planning activ-
ities (plans). However, many plan execution systems
base their decisions solely on their plans, thus limit-
ing their flexibility. One reason is that it is difficult to
integrate plan control knowledge dynamically and in-
crementally with all of the other existing knowledge as
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the agent is behaving in the world. What we hope to
show is that this is an important capability for respond-
ing to realistic environments, and that Soar’s architec-
tural components provide this capability in a general
and flexible way.

Soar has been used for a variety of real and simulated
domains, including real and simulated mobile robot
control (Laird and Rosenbloom 1990), real and simu-
lated robotic arm control (Laird et al. 1991), simulated
stick-level aircraft control (Pearson e~ al. 1993), simu-
lated tactical aircraft combat (Tambe et al. 1995), and
a variety of other simulated domains (Covrigaru 1992;
Yager 1992). We will use a variety of examples from
these domains to illustrate our points throughout the
paper.

Planning, Execution, and Soar
In the most basic form of planning, a system is given
a description of a state in the environment, a goal or
goals to achieve, and a set of actions (operators) that
can be executed in the environment. If the system does
not know how to achieve the goals from the initial state
specification, it searches for a sequence of operators that
achieve the goal. The planner returns this sequence as
a plan (or case or script) that an execution system can
follow. The execution systems implements the plan by
carrying out each of the actions in the agent’s environ-
ment. If the overall system has any sort of learning
facility, it might also store the plan for future use in
similar situations.

In Soar, operators, states, and goals are the basic
components for solving problems and planning in Soar
fits the basic model of planning. However, the details
of Soar lead to interesting variants. In Soar, problem
solving occurs through the continual selection and ap-
plication of operators. Operators in Soar are not rep-
resented as monolithic units, such as in STRIPS where
there is a precondition-list, an add-and-delete-list and
a post-condition list. Instead, Soar employs a more
flexible representation, using rules to implement all the
basic functions associated with operators:

1. Operator Proposal: A rule can propose that an op-
erator should be considered for application in the cur-
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rent situation. Multiple proposal rules for the same
operator express disjunctive preconditions.

2. Operator Comparison: A rule can create a rela-
tive ordering on the preferability of choosing a single
operator from a set of proposed operators. These or-
derings are made using the preference data structure.

3. Operator Application: A rule can implement the
application (execution) of the operator by changing
the system’s internal state representation or initiat-
ing actions in the execution environment. If a rule is
conditional on the state of the environment this leads
to conditional or sequential execution.

4. Operator Termination: A rule can determine that
the current operator is finished (so a new operator
can be selected).

Each aspect of an operator can be specified (and
learned) independently. It is only during run time that
all aspects of an operator dynamically come together to
produce behavior. The basic operation consists of first
matching and firing rules that propose and compare op-
erators relevant to the current situation. Based on the
comparison, the architecture selects the current "best"
operator. Once selected, relevant rules fire to apply
the operator, and then to detect when the operator has
completed its actions. In parallel with application and
termination, new operators are proposed as the state
changes and the cycle continues.

The first step in planning is determining that a plan
is required. In many systems, planning and execution
are separate modules, with an executive that decides
whether the system should be executing or planning.
In Soar, the system is continually executing, and only
when there is insufficient knowledge to propose opera-
tors will planning be invoked. Specifically, during pur-
suit of a goal, Soar will reach an impasse if either no
operators are proposed to apply to the current state,
or if there are insufficient preferences to select between
the set of proposed operators. These situations indi-
cate that the system has either incomplete or conflict-
ing knowledge, and that more knowledge is required to
make a decision.

When a system reaches an impasse, the architecture
automatically creates a subgoal representing the prob-
lem of removing the impasse. The subgoal can trigger
rules that implement planning, which also consists of
the selection and application of operators. Whether
these operators are internal models of actions in the
domain, or are more indirect planning operators (as in
POP planners), is determined by what knowledge the
system has -- either one is a possibility. No matter
which approach is taken, the end result of planning is
the creation of knowledge to allow the execution system
to continue, which in Soar means the creation of a pref-
erence that allows an operator to be selected. This is a
result of the processing in the subgoal and in Soar, all
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such results lead to the automatic creation of a rule that
summarizes the reasoning that was done in the subgoal.
This rule is a permanent addition to the system’s knowl-
edge and will apply in future situations, thus gradually
reducing the need for planning.

Many planning systems return a monolithic structure
that specifies an entire solution path (or set of paths) for
a particular problem. An alternative approach is for a
system to create reaclive plans, consisting of many fine-
grained "plan pieces" that activate themselves dynam-
ically according to a changing environment. Although
both approaches are possible within the Soar architec-
ture, the latter approach is supported more naturally
by Soar’s execution and learning methods. At each step
during the planning process where there is indecision,
an additional impasse will arise. When a complete path
to the goal is found, the system will learn rules for each
step in the plan where its current knowledge is either
incomplete or in conflict.

Thus, most Soar planning systems do not incorpo-
rate plans (sequences of operators) as first-class objects.
Rather, components of plans are rules that were in-
crementally learned during planning and are later re-
trieved piecemeal, triggered by the current state of the
environment. The rules that propose operators depend
on the knowledge dependencies of the domain, rather
than simply implementing sequences of operators by
rote. Thus, the first-class objects in Soar planning sys-
tems are usually operators. This means that opera-
tor sequences can arise from multiple different planning
episodes, allowing the system dynamically to combine
plans when it is appropriate to do so.

During both planning (within the context of a sub-
goal) and execution, Soar systems are continually se-
lecting and applying operators. Once an operator is se-
lected, rules to apply the operator should fire. However,
a Soar system might select complex operators. Con-
sider the example of flying a plane. It is unlikely that
an agent would initially plan out its actions at the level
of individual stick movements. Instead, planning would
be based on operators for flying a flight-plan such as try-
ing get from one waypoint to another. Flying the flight-
plan would be decomposed into operators for turning,
climbing and changing speed, which in turn would be
decomposed into operators for moving a stick or throt-
tle. Each of these levels is a problem space with its
own operators, control knowledge, and state informa-
tion (although much of the state may be shared across
levels). These are not necessarily abstractions and may
include aggregations of data as well.

Soar directly supports this hierarchical organization
of knowledge for execution through impasses that arise
while attempting to apply complex operators. If the
agent starts out in the flight-plan problem space, it may
select the fly-to-next-waypoint operator. However, this
is such a complex task that it is infeasible to write a set
of rules to cover all possible situations directly. Thus,



an impasse will arise, and in the ensuing subgoal, Soar
will work in the problem space of turning, climbing, and
changing speed. Here it may have to plan, but once it
selects an operator, it too will lead to an impasse with a
subgoal. In that subgoal, operators for moving the stick
(and adjusting the throttle) can be selected, and at this
level rules can fire that send output commands to the
motor systems. When all of the appropriate primitive
operators have been used to achieve the turn or climb
operator that led to the subgoal, a rule that tests for
completion can fire and terminate the operator, allow-
ing the selection of a new turn or climb operator.

In many systems, this type of decomposition would
be represented in terms of explicit goals and subgoals,
or as some other type of structure (such as hierarchical
tasks). Soar uniformly treats its knowledge as opera-
tors, with the following advantages:

1. The same proposal, selection, and termination struc-
ture used for primitive operators can be used for
these more goal-like operators. This provides a pow-
erful control mechanism and maintains uniformity
throughout the architecture.

2. Through learning, it is possible to acquire the requi-
site rules for these complex operator/goals so that it
is no longer necessary for subgoals to be generated
with the ensuing decomposition into suboperators.
This is a natural result of the learning mechanism,
which compiles the problem solving in the subgoals
into rules for application of the original "complex"
operator (Wray et al. 1996). These rules will apply
in the future, but if there are cases not covered by the
compiled rules (because of variation in the task or en-
vironment), the subgoals will once again be generated
and more reflective problem solving will be used.

Taking all of these issues into account, the picture of
integrated planning, execution, and learning in the Soar
architecture looks somewhat different from the stan-
dard picture of planning that we presented at the be-
ginning of this section. To summarize, a fully integrated
Soar system would spend as much time as possible run-
ning its execution knowledge, proposing operators in
response to the current state and goal representations,
and applying operators to execute commands in the ex-
ternal environment. When execution knowledge fails to
propose a unique operator for application, an impasse
triggers the automatic creation of a subgoal. The Soar
system’s planning knowledge recognizes these situations
and initiates planning to resolve the impasse, so the ex-
ecution knowledge can continue working on the domain
problem. That is, rules match against execution-level
impasses to propose operators for creating plans (e.g.,
carrying out a search through the state space). When
a series of planning operators eventually determine an
appropriate action (or chain of actions) to take, they re-
turn operator proposal "suggestions" to the execution

level. The learning mechanism automatically compiles
these planning episodes, creating rules that wilt imme-
diately propose the appropriate operators in the future.
In the long term, the execution system decreasingly en-
counters impasses, as it collects learned rules that repre-
sent fully reactive execution knowledge for the domain.

The discussion so far has covered behavior generation
in generic problem domains. However, we are interested
in scaling this approach to domains with the types of
complexities that are usually reserved for humans to
deal with. In short, we intend to push the approach
to integrated execution, planning, and learning, to cre-
ate models of general intelligence. In the next section,
we offer a functional analysis of some of the different
types of complexities such systems must address. We
then present our arguments for how the design deci-
sions incorporated into Soar encourage solutions that
can handle these complexities, much in the same man-
ner that the architecture encourages a flexible solution
to execution and planning in more traditional domains.

Functional Analysis

In the remainder of the paper we identify the environ-
mental constraints that must be addressed by models
of general intelligent behavior, together with a set of
agent capabilities that meet those constraints. A suc-
cessful architecture must support each of these capabil-
ities, so our discussion includes descriptions of Soar’s
mechanisms for each. Figure 1 summarizes our analy-
sis.

Environmental and Agent Properties

At the knowledge level, the defining characteristics of
an agent are its available actions, its knowledge, and its
goals. In this section we explore the actions, knowledge,
and goals of agents and how they interact with different
characteristics of the environment. We have attempted
to include properties of environments that are similar
to the ones we as humans interact with day to day, be-
cause our goal is to create an architecture that supports
general intelligent systems. This may not be optimal
for more specific applications with different constraints
(such as hard real-time constraints), but these proper-
ties have been central to our research. Some of these are
obvious, or so ingrained in the literature that they are
rarely made explicit (such as the fact that there are reg-
ularities in the environment). However, they all form
the basis for justifying specific knowledge capabilities,
and they indirectly justify our architectural design. One
useful outcome of the workshop would be a compilation
and comparison of such lists.

El. Tasks involve complex actions in complex en-
vironments to achieve many different goals:
An agent has many different ways it can interact with
its environment, and the environment has many ob-
jects with many properties and relations between ob-
jects. Some of these complexities are relevant to the
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El: Tasks involve complex
actions in complex environments
to achieve many different goals

CI: Situational and Parallel, uncontrolled,
goal-dependent knowledge associative retrieval:

C2: Large knowledge base

C3: Rich representation for
control of action

Preference-based serial
C4: Fast response to
changes in the world Jeratnrs

C5: Decision-time
knowledge integration

C6: Incomplete & incorrect
knowledge detection

C7: On-demand planning On demand, reflective
and replanning reasoning:

Learning
C9: Knowledge correction

E2: Goals ate influenced by
environmental dynamics

E3: The environment has
goal-relevant regularities

E4: Sensing and knowledge can
be incomplete and incorrect

Incremental, ru n -tin’~E5: Existence is continual and CI0: Runtim¢ learning learning:
long.term

Figure 1: An analysis of Soar in terms of environmental/agent properties and derived required agent capabilities.

agent’s goals. The agent’s actions can take time to
initiate, can have duration, and multiple actions can
occur at the same time. An agent can also be tasked
with many different goals, which can vary from situ-
ation to situation.

E2. Goals are influenced by environmental dynam-
ics~

The environment can change independently of the
agent, with such changes having an impact on the
agent’s ability to achieve its goals.

E3. The environment has goal-relevant regulari-
ties:
The environment is not just an arbitrary set of
objects and activities, but has recurring regulari-
ties. There are different regularities at a variety of
times scales, making it possible to organize knowl-
edge about action and the environment hierarchi-
cally. Without this property, learning would not be
a worthwhile activity.

E4. Sensing and knowledge can be incomplete and
incorrect:
Agents do not have complete and correct sensing of
the environment. They often do not know all of the
effects of their actions, nor do they correctly know
all of the dynamics of other objects and entities in
the environment. Incomplete and incorrect knowl-
edge is the problem underlying many issues, includ-
ing some aspects of dynamism (as long as the agent
knows exactly how the world will change, it can plan
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for them), uncertainty (even if the environment 
non-deterministic, the agent can plan if it knows all
the possible states and actions), and changes in ob-
jectives (non-plan-specific goals should change only if
the world changes in ways the agent cannot predict).

E5. Existence is continual and long-term:
The agent may always be active in an environment,
without any "down time" in which it or its designers
can make modifications to its knowledge base. In
addition, the length of time an agent can exist makes
it necessary that the agent can dynamically scale up
its knowledge base as it learns.

It is important to note that the first three of these envi-
ronmental features specify constraints about the agent’s
goals. It is not enough to identify features concern-
ing only the environment (dynamics, non-determinism,
complexity, etc.). These are only important in so far
as they interact with the goals and knowledge of the
agent. If there is no potential for interaction, the agent
can ignore them.

Agent Capabilities

The second step of our analysis is to derive a set of capa-
bilities that intelligent agents must possess to function
successfully in environments with the properties listed
above. In addition, we describe how Soar provides each
capability through the interaction of its basic architec-
tural mechanisms. The capabilities are grouped into



three categories: capabilities that directly support the
use of knowledge, capabilities that directly support an
agent’s performance in pursuit of its goals, and capa-
bilities that directly support learning and adaptation.

C1. Situational and goal-dependent knowledge:
The agent must represent and use knowledge that is
sensitive to both the current situation and the agent’s
goals. Purely reactive, or purely goal-driven agents
can function well in some limited environments, but
in complex JEll, dynamic [E2] environments where
the agent can have many goals, an agent must re-
spond not just to what it expects (which is incom-
plete [E4]), but also to what actually happens. The
fact that there are regularities in the environment
makes this possible [E3].

Soar supports this capability by allowing rules to test
both the current situation and the current goals, as
well as providing mechanisms for creating goals.

C2. Large bodies of knowledge:
The agent must represent and use large amounts of
knowledge because of the complexity of the environ-
ment, the agent’s abilities to interact with the en-
vironment, and the variety of goals the agent must
pursue JEll.

Soar uses the latest in rule-system technology
(Doorenbos 1993), which makes it possible to cre-
ate very large rule bases that have low latency of
response. For example, the TacAir-Soar system
(Tambe el al. 1995) flies simulated tactical aircraft
by using more than 3,200 rules. The system is fast
enough to run four separate agents simultaneously in
real time on a single workstation.

C3. Rich representation for control of action:
The agent must have a rich representation for control,
because the actions it can perform are complex JEll.
Some actions may need to occur in rapid sequence
while others may need to execute in parallel. In ad-
dition, some activities may require time to occur, or
have conditional effects or looping behavior.

Soar supports such a representation through a combi-
nation of rules, operators, and goals. Once an opera-
tor is selected, any number of rules can contribute to
its application, providing disjunctive, conditional ex-
ecution. More deliberate control is possible through
the selection of operators. Finally, fully reflective rea-
soning is possible through the generation of subgoals,
but at the cost of losing reactivity.

C4. Fast response to changes in the world:
The agent must be reactive to the environment, be-
cause the achievement of its goals may be related to
the dynamics of the environment [E2]. Reactivity
would be unnecessary if the agent’s knowledge of the
environment and other agents was complete and cor-
rect -- all actions could be completely planned out

C5.
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[E4]. However, there will always be fundamental lim-
its to reactivity, in that the agent will have a basic
cycle time that it cannot overcome.

Soar provides rapid responses to environmental
changes by encoding plans as rules and employing
an efficient matching algorithm. One empirical study
found a firing rate of 500 rules/second (2msec/rule)
for a moderate size Soar system (3300 rules). 
representing plans as a series of rules that guide local
decisions, Soar efficiently supports interleaving mul-
tiple plans during execution. Unexpected environ-
mental changes, (e.g., strong winds blowing a plane
off course) may force the agent away from its original
plan. However, if the agent has previously planned
a method for making course corrections, those rules
can fire, guiding the agent’s execution. This behavior
is functionally equivalent to switching dynamically to
a new plan. Soar’s learning mechanism compiles the
processing from subgoals into rules that respond di-
rectly to the current situation, allowing Soar to trans-
late reflective knowledge (both in terms of planning
and hierarchical decompositions of tasks) into reac-
tive knowledge.

However, there are some cases where very large num-
bers of rules can fire during the application and/or
selection of an operator. This can happen when there
are massive changes to its sensory data. For exam-
ple, in the tactical air combat domain, our system
can currently sense well over 200 independent types
of data, and a large number of those can change at
the same time. We are looking at a combination of
changes to the architecture to reduce processing dur-
ing operator application. We are also investigating
attention mechanisms that greatly reduce the num-
ber of changes in the agent’s working memory due
to sensing. Even with these changes, it is unlikely
that we will be able to guarantee a specific response
time; however the system is sufficiently fast for soft-
real time problems such as stick-level aircraft con-
trol. Of course, this behavior depends on sufficient
control knowledge (such as through training), so that
impasses requiring planning do not arise.

Decision-time knowledge integration:
The agent needs to use all directly available knowl-
edge about the current situation because of the inher-
ent incompleteness (and possible incorrectness) of 
knowledge [E4] and the complexity of its interaction
with a dynamic world [El, E2]. Thus, it must contin-
ually re-evaluate which action it should take to best
achieve its goal in light of the current situation. This
knowledge may come from recent planning activity,
but the agent will inevitably find itself in a situation
that the plan does not cover. It should be able to
use knowledge from whatever sources it has available
during planning and execution. For example, knowl-
edge can come from an instructor, from additional



domain theories (e.g. a theory of failure states), di-
rect planning knowledge, etc. These sources have the
possibility of contributing because there are some reg-
ularities in the environment, without which, learning
would be useless [E3].

All aspects of the Soar architecture contribute to its
ability to integrate its knowledge for run4ime deci-
sion making. Consider the selection of an operator.
A Soar system’s rules fire in parallel, acting as an
associative retrieval mechanism, producing whatever
preferences are relevant. These rules can be writ-
ten by a programmer, learned from prior planning
episodes, or learned from exploration or instruction.
Soar’s decision scheme integrates this knowledge to
select the most appropriate operator given the sys-
tem’s knowledge. If the knowledge is insufficient or
in conflict, reasoning within a subgoal must deter-
mine the appropriate action. The processing in the
subgoal has access to all of the current situation as
well as all of the rules (although they can be accessed
only indirectly by creating situations in which they
will fire). The processing in the subgoal is then com-
piled by the learning mechanism so that in the future,
the subgoal is unnecessary.

C6. Detect incomplete and incorrect knowledge:
The agent must detect when its knowledge is incom-
plete or incorrect [E3], so that it can both correct its
current behavior and correct its long-term knowledge
for future situations [E5].

Soar detects when there is incomplete or conflicting
knowledge through its decision procedure, which cre-
ates an impasse. This is only a weak method for
detecting knowledge errors, but can be effective in
many situations. This approach can be supplemented
by task knowledge (additional rules) that detects im-
possible or undesirable situations. After completing a
plan, subsequent impasses during execution indicate
that either an unexpected change occurred in the en-
vironment (e.g., if there’s a sudden down-draft while
flying a plane) or that the agent’s knowledge is wrong
(e.g., pulling back too far on the stick during a land-
ing takes the plane out of the glide-path, forcing an
impasse and the need to replan the landing). In these
situations, an impasse indicates the agent is unsure
how to proceed towards its current goat and therefore
implicitly indicates that it has left its planned path.

C7. On-demand planning and replanning:
The agent must be able to (re)plan whenever its ear-
lier plans did not adequately predict the results of its
actions or the dynamics of the environment [E4, E2].
The complexity of the world precludes completely
planning for all possible world states JEll. Thus, al-
though runtime integration of knowledge is necessary
[C5], there will be times when it is inadequate, and
the agent must fall back on planning.

C8.

C9.
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Soar’s impasse and subgoaling mechanisms directly
support on-demand planning and replanning. In
essence, the architecture recognizes no difference be-
tween planning and replanning. Each time an im-
passe occurs, a system can plan from the current
situation. Any partial plans created earlier will au-
tomatically help constrain the search performed in
generating a new plan. Planning can be carried out
completely at an abstract level, waiting until execu-
tion of an abstract operator to fill in the details, or
planning can initially include details. The choice is
determined by the task knowledge used to encode the
planning process.

Hierarchical execution:
The agent must organize its knowledge in line with
the regularities of the environment [E3], maximizing
the generality of the knowledge it encodes because
of the complexity and variability of the environment
and the agent’s goals [Ell. In many cases, this means
organizing knowledge about action hierarchically in
terms of goals and subgoals. With such an organiza-
tion, the agent can decompose some of its actions into
sequences of more primitive actions, using the context
of the higher level action to constrain the choices and
reducing the knowledge required to perform a task.

Hierarchical execution occurs naturally in Soar when
complex operators are selected. When a hierarchical
operator is selected, an impasse arises during oper-
ator application. In the ensuing subgoal, operators
are proposed, selected, and applied at a more de-
tailed level (this requires task knowledge of course).
Through chunking, this hierarchical decomposition is
compiled so as to avoid decomposing the same prob-
lem anew every time it is encountered.

Knowledge Correction:
The agent must be able to correct its knowledge [E4]
so that in the future [E5], when it encounters similar
situations [E3], previous errors can be overcome by
correct responses.

If Soar only had rules but no operators, it would
be very difficult to correct an agent’s knowledge. It
would either have to mask the incorrect rule (very
difficult to do without some syntactic conflict resolu-
tion scheme, which in turn limits the system’s ability
to integrate its knowledge), or modify the incorrect
rule (which requires identifying which rule is incorrect
and modifying its conditions and actions; a very dif-
ficult process when large numbers of rules contribute
to an incorrect action). However, with the addition
of operators, Soar agents have the ability to correct
the decisions for selecting operators, as opposed to
the rules themselves. This is possible because the
preference-based decision procedure has a monotonic
property, where it is possible to correct any deci-
sion through the addition of new preferences (Laird
1988). This property has been the basis for a Soar



C10.

system called IMPROV, which is able to detect and
correct both operator proposal and operator applica-
tion knowledge automatically, based on feedback and
experimentation in an external environment (Pearson
and Laird 1996).
Runtime learning:
The agent must learn and modify its knowledge base
while it is running, because it has a continual ex-
istence [E5], as well as goals that require continual
maintenance JEll. Additionally, the mechanics of
the environment may change [E2], leading to incom-
plete or incorrect planning knowledge [E4]. Thus,
the agent must support the ability to learn while it
is behaving.

In Soar, rules are learned dynamically as impasses
are resolved during the life of the agent. The new
rules are integrated with the existing rule base, pos-
sibly leading to new behavior at each decision point.
Soar’s learning mechanism is efficient enough so that
it does not significantly disturb reasoning. It is dif-
ficult to measure, but Soar’s mechanisms associated
with learning appear to consume 15-20% of reasoning
time. However, there could be cases where extended,
complex problem solving in a subgoal, could cause the
creation of a new rule to take a significant amount of
time. Such episodes might severely disrupt an agent’s
ability to react. Theoretically, this processing could
be evenly distributed over the problem solving in the
subgoal; however this is not the case in the current
implementation, and to date it has not caused prob-
lems.

Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to provide an overview of
plan execution in Soar. Moreover, we wished to ground
the design of Soar in specific properties of agents and
their environments. Our approach was to use the prop-
erties related to general intelligent behavior as a basis
for necessary agent capabilities. These capabilities are
each related to specific architectural features. We hope
that the workshop will provide a forum for us to com-
pare our architectural choices and desired agent capa-
bilities with other systems. In no way do we expect
that our list of properties and capabilities are univer-
sally shared, as different problems, domains, and agents
will have different properties and different required ca-
pabilities. However, we believe this type of analysis is
a stepping stone to understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of various approaches to planning and exe-
cution.
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